FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS & PROGRAMMING IDEAS

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Review Non-Tenure Promotion Path
• Lecturers
• Instructors
• Professor of Practice

CONSIDER ACADEMIC/PROMOTIONAL TRACK for LIBRARIANS

CLEARLY DEFINE “FACULTY SERVICE” WITHIN EACH ACADEMIC UNIT

RECRUITMENT PROCESS for EXECUTIVES and ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATORS

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT KAIZEN
(See additional poster for more information)

STANDARDIZE UNIVERSITY LEVEL METRIC COLLECTION, ARCHIVING and REPORTING

SABBATICAL RETENTION SURVEY/INTERVENTION

ALIGN METRICS to TRACK UNIVERSITY GOALS UTILIZING WEBFOCUS

BUILD a MECHANISM to SHARE the ANALYZED DATA so that OTHERS CAN LEARN

DEVELOP an ANNUAL COMMUNICATION MECHANISM to INFORM the COMMUNITY ABOUT the DATA AVAILABLE.

IDENTIFY and BUILD REPORTS THAT ARE GENERATED IN TIME for KEY DECISIONS ALIGNED w/the UNIVERSITY’S STRATEGIC PLAN

REVAMP the REPORTING SCREEN in DIGITAL MEASURES to HELP CLOSE the LOOP on SABBATICAL LEAVES

PLEASE PUT A DOT STICKER ON THE IDEAS YOU FEEL SHOULD HAVE HIGHEST PRIORITY
Put them all on one or spread them out!

CLEARLY DEFINE “FACULTY SERVICE” WITHIN EACH ACADEMIC UNIT